ST.FRANCIS COLLEGE FOR WOMEN ,HYDERABAD
NOTICE REGARDING THE BMS ENTRANCE TEST SCHEDULED ON 23rd July 2021
Log In :9.30am







ET Start time:10 am

ET closes :11.30 am

Eligibility to write the Entrance Test(ET) - All those who have applied for the BMS
programme
Mode of conducting ET - Online through Google Meet
Duration of the exam : 1.5 hours
Number of questions : 75
Type of question : Multiple Choice
Device to be used :Laptop / Desktop with webcam

Getting ready for the Online ET






















Join Google Meet using the link that will be sent to your registered email ID
during the SFC application process
Be seated in a silent room
Ensure that you do not have any gadgets around you
You are advised not to use earphones or any audio devices .Use the laptop
audio only for any interaction with the invigilator
Adjust your Laptop camera in a way that you are visible clearly to the invigilator
Ensure that there is no one else in the room
Once you are settled , you will listen attentively to instructions given by the
invigilator
You will then log on to sfc.winnou.net using your login credentials created
during the application stage
At 10 sharp , the ET Question Paper can be accessed
Read each question ,accompanying instructions and answer by clicking on the
answer
Once attempted ,you cannot go back to a question
Click NEXT to go to the next question
Click SUBMIT at the end of 75 questions , to submit your test.
Its compulsory to keep yourself UNMUTED through the duration of the test
Sitting in a silent place is important
The invigilator holds the discretion to REMOVE you from the Google Meet and
thereby disqualify you
If there is someone else around in the room
If there any noise in the room
If you are moving away from the laptop
If you are found using the mobile phone or talking into it
********************

